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Making projects and programs more effective and
sustainable by influencing powerful actors to make
better decisions for all



Most projects and programs aim for long-lasting and sustainable change. To
achieve this, we need those with the mandate to make better decisions and
policies that will impact on the wider society. Advocacy and Policy Influencing
is different to a typical direct development intervention. Ultimately, we need
the relevant powers to either create an effective new policy, or monitor and
enforce an existing policy. Some organizations do advocacy, lobby and policy
influencing work as part of their core mission, for example Greenpeace. Other
organizations working on the development agenda do it to strengthen their
programming; for example, Oxfam reports on inequality through media, in
addition to working directly on poverty alleviation around the world.

One potential strategy is to conduct advocacy activities, working with the
rights-holders, citizens, or the affected communities to make sure their voices
are heard. For example, some of MDF’s clients represent indigenous and
community voices at climate and biodiversity summits.

Another strategy could be to directly lobby decision-makers such as the
government. For example, a regional educational network we work with
across Asia supports various Ministries of Education to ensure quality
education for all in their respective countries. This higher-level effort
harmonizes the work happening directly with schools and teachers.

Our API course



We might find a way to influence the policies of corporates and industries. For
example, one organization we worked with recently convinces multinational
companies that it is more profitable to ensure fair environmental practices in
its timber supply chain, while another organization’s tactic is to expose
malpractices to the media and public.

However, this kind of work is challenging. Organizations sometimes strive for
many years without seeing any kind of change. Sometimes, an unexpected
event or political change rolls back all of the progress. In countries with less
democratic systems, it can be even more difficult to know how to proceed
strategically.

It is essential to gain momentum with key allies by taking a unified position.
We also need to understand the interests of decision-makers to convince
them. MDF’s Advocacy and Policy Influencing course will guide you through a
process to analyze your stakeholders and context, understand relevant policy
development and implementation cycles, and use practical tools to prepare
and deliver your message.

This in-person course will allow you to meet and work alongside other
participants from across the Asia region and take part in group exercises
using case studies. This 4-day course is shorter than our full API strategy and
skills course held in the Netherlands, so is perfect for those needing an
introduction to the topic. 

Understand how to create a systematic strategy for your organization to
fulfill higher-level goals and influence longer-term change
Analyse stakeholders and policy contexts 
Understand how you can influence policy development or implementation
processes 
Gain insight into building strong coalitions, and select your political targets 
Use practical tools and methods to plan, prepare and implement advocacy
initiatives around a joint case demonstration
Convey your API plan convincingly 

Through the Advocacy and Policy

Influencing course, you will:



Key Topics  & Timeline

Welcome and Introduction
API concepts: what is advocacy, lobbying, and policy influencing
Guiding principles: credibility, legitimacy, accountability, service-
orientation, and power
Identifying API issues

Day 1: Why API, and guiding principles

Stakeholders and power analysis
Context analysis
Primary stakeholder (beneficiary/rights-holder) participation
Theory of Change for Advocacy and Policy Influencing

Day 2: The change process

Identifying relevant policy change timelines
Target audiences and types of narratives
Framing the message
Managing alliance networks

Day 3: The policy process and formulating

your strategy

Presentations
API skills (negotiation)
Monitoring/evaluating API efforts
Action planning and closing

Day 4: Designing and measuring your strategy



Your profile
Do you want to influence powerful stakeholders and policy processes? Are
you responsible for an advocacy and policy influencing intervention? You are
engaged in or responsible for lobbying and advocacy programmes,
representing an NGO or other civil organisation, a network or alliance,
government entity, or a socially and environmentally responsible
organization.. You are searching for the key knowledge, methods, tools and
skills. This course is designed to give you a strong introduction to formulating
a strategy.

Read more about our cancellation policy, visa requirements and insurances on
our Frequently Asked Questions page.

Terms and conditions

On completion of the training course and active participation, MDF Training
and Consultancy will award a certificate of completion

Certificate

This courThis courThis course is demystifying these is demystifying these is demystifying the
advocacy process. Breaking itadvocacy process. Breaking itadvocacy process. Breaking it
down into understandable bits.down into understandable bits.down into understandable bits.

Now we can actually get on with itNow we can actually get on with itNow we can actually get on with it

https://www.mdf.nl/faq


Our participants come from 

“This course is demystifying the advocacy process. Breaking it down into
understandable bits. Now we can actually get on with it”

 
“The stakeholder analysis was very useful!!”

 
“Tools such as the CLASP, PESTLE principles, and the Gramsci model help
to better understand each context and the power balance. This will impact

the advocacy strategy. The Participation Ladder outlined clearly how to
engage the beneficiaries. For sure I will use it shortly.”

 
“I will start a new job where I will work with local communities, NGOs, and
decision-makers at the national and regional levels on Carbon reduction

projects. Therefore, I will be doing a stakeholder analysis, negotiating, and
building a network.”

 
“The course made me more aware of CLASP principles, especially

regarding being service-oriented. Tools provided are very useful. Now I
know how to set up a policy action plan.”

 
“Individually I will be using these tools when planning for new policy

interventions in the future.”

Testimony from 2022 course



Registration
Open until  21 April 2023
MDFPI@mdf.nl

Cost
€ 975 (free tax)

8 to 11 May 2023

Dates 

MDF TRAINING & CONSULTANCY
MDF Asia - Indonesia Office
Jl. Bypass Ngurah Rai 379
Denpasar 80228, Indonesia

10% discount

for MDF

alumni 

1 FREE seat

for every

group of 6

registrations 

Special offers!

REGISTER HERE

Ask the trainers!

Zoë Lawson
zla@mdf.nl

https://www.mdf.nl/courses-categories/advocacy-policy-influencing
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marjoleinveldman/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/zoelawsonnz/
mailto:lfr@mdf.nl

